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1976. -A mathematical model of the medullary respiratory oscillator, composed of two mutually inhibiting populations (inspiratory and expiratory) of computer-simulated neurons, is presented. Each population consists of randomly interconnected subpopulations of excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Neuronal coupling is such that either the inspiratory or expiratory population alone is capable of cyclic activity. Weak inhibitory connections between inspiratory and expiratory populations provide satisfactory reciprocating activity independent of the natural frequency of either population alone. Initiation and persistence of rhythmic activity is dependent on a diffuse noncyclic excitatory input. Vagal discharge, simulated by phasic inhibition of inspiratory neurons, results in increased respiratory frequency with decreased inspiratory activity. In the absence of simulated vagal discharge, uniform facilitation of synaptic connections increases averaged activities of inspiratory and expiratory populations, with minor effect on frequency. In the presence of simulated vagal discharge, facilitation of synaptic connections increases both frequency and amplitude.
The simulated effects of synaptic facilitation, with and without vagal discharge, mimic the physiological response to CO, in the intact and vagotimized animal.
respiratory centers; mathematical model; control of breathing SINCE THE CLASSICAL EXPERIMENTS OfGalenithasbeen known that respiratory movements are dependent on the passage of activity from the brain. Controversy exists still, however, as to the nature and, indeed, the anatomical location of the mechanism in the brainstem responsible for respiratory periodicity. With regard to the location of the respiratory oscillator, two basic theories have been supported: a) a pontine-medullary system of respiratory neurons, and b) a neuronal organization confined to the medulla. The fundamental difYerence between the two proposals has been that in the medullary system, respiratory periodicity arises from medullary inspiratory (I) and expiratory (E) neurons exclusively (5, 17, 30, 39) , while in the pontine-medullary system, reciprocating activity of medullary I and E neurons is dependent on the discharge of pontine phasespanning neurons, the medulla having no intrinsic oscillator properties (9, 13, 29) . The purpose of this paper is to support the hypothesis that the basic respiratory rhythm, as well as its qualitative response to several physiological influences, arises from a system of medullary I and E neurons, rather than from a more complex pontine-medullary system. While an exhaustive review of the literature pertinent to each of these proposals is beyond the scope of this paper, arguments forming the basis for our stance will be briefly outlined.
Support for a pontine-medullary oscillator mechanism has evolved, essentially, from four important observations 1) Upon transection of the brainstem at various pontine levels, a change from eupneic ventilation to gasping and/or apnea has often been observed (20, 22, 37) .
2) The apneustic and pneumotaxic "centers" have been shown by ablation experiments to reside within the pons (20, 22, 25) .
3) Stimulation of pontine structures leads to stimulation or inhibition of ventilation (2, 19, 25) . 4) Neurons with phasic, respiratory-related activity have been demonstrated in pontine structures (3, 10, 20) None of these observations, however, offers compelling evidence in favor of a pontine-medullary system. Breckenridge and Hoff (4, 17), Hukuhara (18), Lumsden (22), Salmoiraghi and Burns (31), and Wang et al. (37), for example, have shown that rhythmic respiratory activity can continue for hours after brainstem transection at the pontine-medullary junction, or under conditions in which pontine respiratory activity is absent. Also, the fact that the classical apneustic and pneumotaxic centers are part of the pons and that stimulation of certain pontine structures affects respiration does not argue conclusively for a pontine role in the generation of respiratory periodicity. Rather, these findings may indicate that pontine centers exert powerful regulatory influences on a more basic oscillator mechanism. Finally, although large numbers of pontine neurons with respiratory-related activity have been reported in the cat (3, 10, 20) , no such neurons have been found during systematic exploration of the pons in the dog (6), monkey (6), or rabbit (38).
In summary, there seems little justification for considering the pons as essential for respiratory rhythmicity, or for incorporating complex pontine neural elements into models of the basic respiratory oscillator mechanism. This study, therefore, models a basic medullary oscillator mechanism utilizing only I and E neurons.
Our intent is twofold: first, to develop a mathematical model of respiratory periodicity based on available neurophysiological data; and second, to examine the dy-932 S. GEMAN AND M. MILLER namic characteristics and implications of such a model by computer simulation.
We feel that the ability of the model to mimic certain aspects of physiological experiment supports the notion of a basic medullary respiratory oscillator.
For clarity, the formal mathematical development of the model, corresponding to a heuristic development in the text, is presented separately in the appendixes.
THEORY
EZements. The model consists of a large collection of randomly interconnected neuronlike elements. For each element, the rate of change of membrane potential (P) is a linear function of input. With the cessation of input, P decays exponentially to resting potential. Physiological evidence supports the use of these characteristics in approximating neuron behavior (12, 16, 28) , and elements of this type have formed the basis for numerous previous models of neuronal activity (1, 13, 14, 23, 29 Characteristics of randomly arranged neural networks. This study utilizes randomly constructed populations of neural elements. Random networks have several properties which support their use in modelling a basic respiratory oscillator (see APPENDIXES for details). 1) In a large and randomly arranged collection of elements, the values of a small number of appropriate parameters reliably determines the mean activity of the entire network. In a neural network, these parameters may represent the tendencies of certain classes of neurons to contact other classes of neurons, the average size of a synaptic contact between two particular types of neurons, etc. It should be emphasized that the gross (average) activity of the network does not depend on the specific distributions, only their means are relevant. Therefore, if in a large collection of neurons the functional output is derived from an average of individual element activities, the amount of genetic information required is enormously reduced by allowing a random generation of the specific interconnections.
2) In a random system the accuracy with which the relevant parameters determine the gross activity increases with the number of elements. Thus the network is tuned to an arbitrary precision by sufficiently increasing the number of its components.
3) A large network of this type functions reliably even if a significant fraction of its components are lost.
These properties, combined with the following anatomic and physiological observations, motivated our hypothesizing a random component in the arrangment of medullary respiratory neurons. Histologically, the medullary reticular formation is characterized by vast numbers of nerve cell bodies showing little cytoarchitectural organization (33). This disorganized appearance contrasts sharply with the meticulous structure which characterizes other locations in the CNS. In addition, ablation and lesion experiments (27) suggest that respiratory motor output s diffusely derived from I and E neuron .a1 populations It is perha .ps true, then, that the gross or averaged activities of the inspiratory and expiratory populations of neurons, rather than a small collection of individual elements, governs the motor patterns subserving respiration. If so, then a random generation of the specific structure would allow for an efficient genetic coding while the large numbers of respiratory neurons would insure accuracy and reliability of the motor output.
Fundamental oscillator. The potential for stable oscillation in randomly constructed networks of excitatory (+> and inhibitory (--> neural-like elements has been demonstrated by Amari (1). Details of the construction of such an oscillator are developed in APPENDIX A and APPENDIX B (section on Conditions for stable oscillations). A computer-generated numerical solution of the equations derived in the appendixes is shown in (parameters used in each of the simulations are gi Table 1 ). Note that the phase difference between + and -activities is small in comparison to the period of oscillation. This condition arises from the exceedingly short synaptic delay and conduction times characteristic of neural structures: thus the activity of the inhibitory subpopulation must closely follow the activity of the excitatory elements.
Inspiratory and expiratory oscillators. The model presented in this study utilizes two populations of neurons, governing inspiratory (I) and expiratory (E) output functions. Neurophysiological evidence strongly suggests mutually inhibiting and functionally distinct inspiratory and expiratory neuronal networks (25, 27, 30, 31) . In addition, the following observations argue for the capability of independent oscillation within both I and E populations.
1) The decline of inspiratory activity following peak I neuron discharge is unlikely to be due to inhibition from expiratory neurons, since expiratory activity during this period is minimal (3, 31). Thus I activity appears self-limiting. Expiratory neurons behave similarly.
2) I activity is initiated in the presence of E activity, a presumably inhibitory influence (3, 31, 32 .e 1 con- sideration applies to E discharge as well.
3) As noted previously, + and -components of a single population could not be used to generate I and E output since they oscillate nearly in phase (Fig. 1) .
Thus, the model presented in this study utilizes a system of + and -neurons within both I and E populations. Either population alone is capable of independent oscillation. Microelectrode recordings of discharge duration from inspiratory and expiratory neurons (3, 9, 31) demonstrate a longer period of expiratory activity. In the present model, therefore, the frequency of oscillation of the E population was chosen to be lower than that of the I population. Qualitatively, the results described below are independent of the precise ratio of these frequencies.
Coupled inspiratory and expiratory oscillators.
As noted above inspiratory and expiratory populations are related in a mutually inhibiting manner. This hypothesis has been utilized previously in models proposed by Burns (5), Cohen (9), Feldman and Cowan (13), Rubio (29), Salmoiraghi and Baumgarten (30), and other authors. In the present model, a random sampling of expiratory inhibitory neurons synapse with a random collection of both + and -inspiratory neurons. Similarly, both + and -expiratory neurons receive samplings from inspiratory inhibitory neurons (Fig. 2) . With this type of coupling, reciprocating inspiratory and expiratory oscillation is obtained (Fig. 3) . Only a minor percentage of total inhibitory output of each population is required to convert unrelated I and E discharge into reciprocating activity.
It should be noted that similar mechanisms have been previously suggested (5, 30, 36 would appear that three factors contribute to produce rhythmicity of respiratory neurons -namely, a selfreexciting mechanism within the inspiratory and the expiratory network of neurons tending to maintain activity within the networks; self-limiting systems tending to limit the frequency and the duration of the discharge; and reciprocal innervation which provides inhibition of one network when the other is active."
Factors influencing respiratory rhythm.
The present model was tested for its ability to alter frequency and amplitude following various manipulations (see APPEN-DIX c for mathematical details).
1) The importance of diffuse tonic excitatory influences on the activity of the respiratory center has been demonstrated by Salmoiraghi and Burns (32). Therefore, the effect of a constant excitatory input to this model has been examined.
2) Short-term changes in synaptic function have been demonstrated in an enormous variety of physiological experiments.
In light of this plasticity, the effect of uniformly altering all synaptic weights within the entire system (including the weak, mutually inhibiting coupling between I and E populations) was tested. 3) It is well known that vagal afferent discharge, arising from pulmonary mechanoreceptors, influences the frequency and volume of respiration.
The effects of a simulated vagal discharge on I and E outputs were examined. Simulated vagal activity was derived from integrated inspiratory output and would presumably be proportional to lung volume (21). The nature of interaction between vagal discharge and respiratory neurons is not known; in this study two possible mechanisms were examined.
RESULTS

Simulated
respiratory oscillator.
The reciprocating character of I and E activities generated by this model is illustrated in Figure 4 . The tracing represents averaged activities of excitatory subpopulations within I and E oscillators, a convention used for all curves generated for this paper. This activity is supported by a moderate level of diffuse excitatory, noncyclic, tonic input. This particular level of tonic input is present in all curves generated unless otherwise specified. It may be noted (Fig. 4) that expiratory activity occupies the greater portion of a complete simulated respiratory cycle, due to the assignment of a lower natural frequency to the E population, as described in the Theory Section.
Effect of alterations in tonic input. Figure 5 illustrates the effect of increasing tonic excitatory input. In the absence of this influence, cyclic activity does not occur. As may be seen in Fig. 5 , B, C, and D, moderate elevations of tonic influence increase the amplitude of both I and E activities, with only a slight increase in frequency.
With further increments (Fig. 5 , E and F), amplitudes of both I and E activities continue to increase, accompanied by a more pronounced increase in frequency.
Effect of increased synaptic weight. Figure 6 illustrates the result of a diffuse increase in synaptic weight. The amplitudes of both I and E activities increase, with virtually no effect on frequency. It may also be noted that increased synaptic weight induces significant I activity during the I-E interphase.
Possible implications of these observations are discussed later. Possible mechanisms of vagal interaction with inspiratory and expiratory neurons.
As mentioned previously, simulated vagal afferent discharge is generated as a function of average inspiratory activity. We have examined two possible mechanisms by which vagal activation may interact with inspiratory and expiratory populations: a) vagal discharge acting to diffusely excite the expiratorv ponulation. or b) vagal discharge acting to diffusely inhibit the inspiratory population.
The response of this model to a sustained vagal influence, simulating tracheal clamping at peak inflation, or electrical stimulation of the vagus, was examined, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . The effect of a sustained excitatory vagal input to expiratory neurons on cyclic behavior is shown in Fig. 7A . Average expiratory activity rises and is maintained at a high value, while inspiratory activity is depressed. Cyclic behavior is abolished. Figure 7B illustrates the effect of a comparable level of sustained vagal discharge acting in an inhibitory fashion on the inspiratory population. While inspiratory activity is dramatically depressed, cyclic behavior is maintained. Since the response of this model to an inspiratory inhibitory vagal influence resembles physiological data (8, ll), simulated phasic vagal activity in the following sections was chosen to inhibit the inspiratory population.
Effects ofphasic vagal activity on cyclic behavior. The effects of simulated phasic vagal discharge on cyclic behavior are illustrated in Fig. 8 . Vagal discharge suppresses the average activities of both E and I populations, with inhibition of inspiratory activity being most prominent.
Respiratory frequency is increased, due to a significant reduction in the duration of inspiratory activity, accompanied by a very slight increase in duration of expiratory activity. Thus, phasic vagal discharge increases the proportion of the overall respiratory period during which expiratory elements are active. Qualitatively, these results are independent of the precise timing and amplitude of simulated vagal activity.
Combined effects of increased synaptic weight and vagus. Addition of vagal activity to a system with increased synaptic weight (Fig. 9) than with the addition of vagal activity to the standard curve.
DISCUSSION
The present study attempts to model basic properties of medullary respiratory neurons without incorporating specialized components, such as phase-spanning neurons, or assuming specialized functions, such as pacemaker activity, circuit excitation, or fatigue. Thus the model consists only of inspiratory and expiratory populations with excitatory and inhibitory synaptic influences within each population. Nevertheless, reciprocating I and E activity, as well as the ability to selectively alter frequency and amplitude, are demonstrated. In addition, by allowing for random generation of individual connections only a small number of parameters are required to determine the characteristics of the resulting rhythm. In the present model vagal discharge inhibits inspiratory elements. This hypothesized interaction between vagal feedback and respiratory neurons is consistent with physiological data in that no amount of tonic vagal discharge can abolish cyclic activity (8, 11). In addition, simulated vagotomy in this model (Fig. 8, B to A) produces increased amplitude with decreased frequency of respiration, as is true in the laboratory animal. In the absence of simulated vagal discharge, facilitation of synaptic weights produces an increase in amplitude of I and E activity while having little effect on frequency. An analogous response is produced by hypercapnia in the vagotomized animal (15, 34, 35) . In light of this similarity, it is interesting to note that in the nervous system of ApZysia, subthreshold synaptic input produces spiking in the postsynaptic neuron with the administration of CO, (7). Also, synaptic facilitation in the presence of vagal influence (Fig. 8B to Fig. 9B ) produces an increase in both amplitude and frequency of simulated respiratory rhythm, mimicking the results of CO, administration to the intact animal (15, 34, 35) . Figure 6B shows a prominent peak of activity in the I-E interphase during simulated synaptic facilitation. This additional peak arises from within the inspiratory population. It should be noted that parameters for the model can be chosen so that no significant phase spanning activity is produced, while the other qualitative results discussed above are maintained.
However, it is worth noting that I-E interphase activity can be generated from within the inspiratory network, and the;*efore does not necessarily represent a functionally distinct population.
Whether this second I peak would be composed of elements which had not peaked during the inspiratory phase is dificult to determine, since only average network activity has been simulated. It is worthwhile to consider briefly an implication of randomly interconnected excitatory and inhibitory neural elements. From probability considerations, it is evident that some neurons in a population will be acted upon by predominantly inhibitory influences, while others will be expected to receive a preponderance of excitatory inputs. Thus, excitation of a network, while raising the average activity of excitatory and inhibitory subpopulations as a whole, would be expected to result in the inhibition of particular members of the population. (2) -W,+ SW,-(t)) -W,,+ S(P,-(t)) + T,+ -C+ V(t)
